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Good sources on microwave
radiation science and activism:
> Excellent science-based site on wireless and 5G.
See list of studies relevant to 5G radiation.
https://www.ehtrust.org

> Excellent basic 5G science and advocacy:
https://zero5g.com/

> More good 5G info in plain language:
https://whatis5G.info

> Advocacy based on scientists' research of the
hazards of RF/MW radiation
http://scientists4wiredteach.com

> Offers how to oppose 5G and general EMF info:

WAKE UP,
SPEAK OUT!
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Take ACTION Today!
➢ Educate yourself, share your knowledge,
make yourself heard!
------------------

➢ Tell friends, family, neighbors, coworkers
what’s going on right under their noses.
------------------

➢ Hold community meetings; show 5G
Apocalypse, 5G Dragnet, Generation Zapped & other videos on wireless dangers.
------------------

➢ Find a 5G opposition group in your area;
organize demonstrations; distribute
information about 5G.
------------------

➢ Write letters to the editor, citing facts.
Share info on social media!
------------------

➢ Contact your Town Officials, State
Attorney General, State & US Rep &
Senators, Governor, etc.!

http://emfsafetynetwork.org

> National 5G opposition organizing effort:
https://5GCrisis.com

> Science-based report on health effects of
wireless radiation:
https://www.bioinitiative.org

For more information and to download a PDF
of this brochure for printing, please visit
https://5gfreevt.wordpress.com/
Contact us: 5gfreevt@protonmail.com

> Compelling 5G documentary, 5G Apocalypse:
https://sachastone.com/5g-apocalypse-extinction-event/

> Short documentary on technocracy, 5G Dragnet
https://www.corbettreport.com/the-5g-dragnet/
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12 Good
Reasons to
Oppose

5G
…for life’s
sake…

M

1 5G wireless infrastructure was

stealthily built for years; 5G is
now becoming active globally.

5G (fifth generation) wireless has been
rolled out without public input or
participation. It is industry- & governmentdriven. 5G radiofrequency/microwave
(RF/MW) radiation, due to its proximity to
homes, is orders of magnitude more intense than 4G radiation, which itself is very
harmful to living beings. Such 24/7/365
exposure to weapons-grade MW radiation
has thousands of scientists, doctors,
engineers, and lawyers warning about
impacts on health, environment, privacy,
security, personal choice, and more.1

2 5G has been proven hazardous

to living beings.

The ~ 25,000 scientific studies of RF/MW
radiation bioeffects should result in the ban
of 5G, but the telecommunications industry
has escaped scrutiny. FCC guidelines apply
only to RF/MW radiation exposures of 6
minutes or less, not 24/7/365. The US & UK
allow radiation exposures up to thousands
of times higher than gov’ts of most of the
world’s industrial countries. Industry lawyers have stifled discussion of health effects
and health science in public hearings.2

3 5G will produce severe health
effects worldwide. Many people,
injured by wireless radiation, suffer from
Electromagnetic Sensitivity (EMS), a
debilitating condition preventing them from
using electronic devices.3 Exposing the
world’s population to 5G radiation 24/7
would produce neurological, cardiac,

immune, fertility, cancer, & other health
problems in epidemic proportions. Everyone would be affected to some degree.

4 5G is harmful to ALL life on
Earth. 5G deploys MW radiation in
wavelengths previously used only as
weapons. Some wavelengths are optimally
absorbed by the brain & heart, others by
children & infants. Yet others by birds &
bees. Maximum absorption means
maximum harm. When 5G antennas are
irradiating, escape is impossible. Pets, farm
animals, wildlife, pollinators, & plant life
would all be gravely affected. 2
5 Scientists worldwide warn
against 5G. . As of March 2021, an
international appeal for a moratorium on
5G had been signed by 414 scientists;4a the
5G Space Appeal had gathered ~ 306,000+
professional & other signatures;1 and
nearly 200,000 people had written their
officials to alert them to harm from 5G.4b

6 5G tech junk would litter the
landscape everywhere.
“Small cell” (5G) antennas emit irradiating
power similar to large cell towers. They are
to be sited very close to homes, or placed
on street lights, utility poles, bus stops,
sides of buildings, hills, or on any public
property, where people would have full-on
exposure when walking by, and would
have to live with unsightly views. 5

7 5G decreases property values.
Real estate studies have determined that
property values decrease when cell phone
towers are placed in neighborhoods.6

8 50,000+ 5G satellites are OK’d
for low orbit. Several telecoms plan to
beam focused MW radiation over the entire
Earth at all times, with no avoidance
possible. Many 100s are already launched.7,11
9 You neither need nor benefit
from 5G. Fiber-optics cable wired to the
home provides the safest, fastest, most
secure internet. Wireless systems can
facilitate data collection, allowing illegal
privacy invasions and warrantless
surveillance.8 Telecoms also have applied
wired customers’ payments to wireless
rollouts, which is fraud. 9
10 5G will add to, not replace,

current wireless systems.

All fixed and mobile devices already work
well. There is no good purpose for 5G
deployment; it’s not necessary and would
have dire consequences.

11 State and local gov’ts. are

under enormous pressures.

Governing bodies are told to accept 5G
equipment without time or resources to
process applications.10 However, some
municipalities, states, and foreign jurisdictions are now resisting w/new bylaws. 2

12 Do you want a 5G antenna in

front of YOUR home?
If not, PLEASE SPEAK OUT!

“Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world; indeed, it's the only
thing that ever has.” – Margaret Mead

